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The dopamine system has been implicated in decision-making particularly when associated with effortful behavior. We ex-

amined acute optogenetic stimulation of dopamine cells in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) as mice engaged in an effort-

based decision-making task. Tyrosine hydroxylase-Cre mice were injected with Cre-dependent ChR2 or eYFP control virus

in the VTA. While eYFP control mice showed effortful discounting, stimulation of dopamine cells in ChR2 mice disrupted

effort-based decision-making by reducing choice toward the lever associated with a preferred outcome and greater effort.

Surprisingly, disruptions in effortful discounting were observed in subsequent test sessions conducted in the absence of

optogenetic stimulation, however during these sessions ChR2 mice displayed enhanced high choice responding across

trial blocks. These findings suggest increases in VTA dopamine cell activity can disrupt effort-based decision-making in dis-

tinct ways dependent on the timing of optogenetic stimulation.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

The neurotransmitter dopamine has been implicated in a
wide-range of learning and motivational processes including
effort-based decision-making. At present, many studies investigat-
ing dopamine’s role in this form of decision-making have found a
dichotomous pattern of results in which receptor antagonism
(Robles and Johnson 2017; Bryce and Floresco 2019) or depletion
(Cousins and Salamone 1994;Mingote et al. 2005) of dopamine re-
sults in a biasing of behaviors away frommore preferred rewards as-
sociated with increased effort. Conversely, dopamine stimulation
(Bardgett et al. 2009; Wardle et al. 2011) or transgenic overexpres-
sion of dopamine receptors (Trifilieff et al. 2013) tends to invigo-
rate responding for outcomes associated with higher effort.
While much has been learned, a limiting factor with these ap-
proaches is that they lack temporal specificity, thus constraining
resultant interpretations. We used optogenetics to determine the
effect of acute ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopamine stimulation
at the timepoint of decision-making. Such an approach allows for a
focus strictly on the role of dopamine in evaluating choices with
different cost–benefit outcomes, without the potentially con-
founding factor of consistently altered dopamine signaling
throughout the decision-making test.

Twenty-three mice expressing Cre recombinase under the
control of the tyrosine-hydroxylase promoter were produced via
outbreeding with wild-type C57BLJ mice (Jackson Laboratory) un-
der the auspices of the Michigan State University Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee. Mice were housed by sex, up
to five per cage presurgery. At 10 wk of age, mice underwent stereo-
taxic surgery in which 0.5 µL of either AAV5-Ef1α-DIO-ChR2-eYFP
(n= 10 males, n=8 females) or AAV5-Ef1α-DIO-eYFP (n=5 males,
n =3 females; Vector Biolabs) was virally infused unilaterally at
the level of the VTA (AP−3.08,ML ±0.6, DV−4.5mm) in amanner
counter-balanced for hemisphere. Optic fiber ferrule tips (200-µm

core, 4.1 mm; Thorlabs) were implanted dorsal (≈0.3 mm) to the
injection site and affixed with dental acrylic (Lang Dental
Manufacturing Co.). Mice were given 4 wk postsurgery to recover
and to allow for sufficient viral transfection, during which time
they were singly housed, which continued for the duration of
the experiment in order to avoid ferrule tip damage.

Following recovery, mice were food-deprived to 90% of their
free-feeding weight by limiting access to a single daily portion of
lab chow. Subsequently, mice were trained in operant chambers
(MedAssociates) where in separate sessions, responses on one lever
led to 50-µL delivery of a preferred high value reinforcer (e.g., left
lever→orange-flavored 20% sucrose), whereas a different lever re-
sulted in delivery of the lower value outcome (e.g., right lever→
grape-flavored 5% sucrose). Apart from reversal testing, these lever
contingencies remained fixed throughout and were counterbal-
anced across viral groups. Training continued until mice hit a cri-
terion of 25 responses for each lever in a single session. Next,
mice were trained on the effort-based decision-making task at
which time they were tethered, however no optical stimulation oc-
curred. These ∼1-h sessions were divided into four blocks consist-
ing of 10 trials each and were conducted once per day for 10–12
d. Within each block, mice first received four forced trials (two
low effort, two high effort, and randomly ordered) in which only
one lever was extended. Subsequently, mice received six choice tri-
als where both levers extended simultaneously. Across blocks, a
single press on the low effort, low choice lever led to the delivery
of the low value reinforcer (i.e., fixed-ratio 1; FR-1). Alternatively,
responses on the high choice lever led to the delivery of the high
value reinforcer, which gradually required more responses to
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acquire across blocks: block 1= FR-1;
block 2= FR-5, block 3= FR-20, and block
4= FR-40. For choice trials, the first re-
sponse during block 1 trials led to the re-
traction of both levers, whereas during
blocks 2–4 the first response on the high
choice lever led to the retraction of the
low choice lever. Each trial and block
were separated by a fixed 60-sec interval,
and during the trials if mice failed to per-
forma lever response across a 60-sec inter-
val the trial was omitted.

Following training, mice underwent
two optogenetic testing days. During
these stimulation sessions, light intensity
was initially calibrated to emit ≈20 mW
from the tip of the optical fiber, with
1 sec optogenetic stimulation of VTAdop-
amine cells (473 nm, 5-msec pulses at
20 Hz) beginning 5 sec prior to each
choice trial, which was delivered via a
waveform generator (Agilent Technolo-
gies) integrated into the Med Associates
apparatus. Subsequently, half the mice
from each viral condition received one
poststimulation test, whereas the other
half received two poststimulation tests.
Finally, in order to control for any poten-
tially confounding effects of dopamine
stimulation on contingency learning, a
small cohort of mice (n=4) received addi-
tional training wherein response out-
come contingencies were reversed (i.e.,
low effort lever always yielded 20%
sucrose under FR1,while high effort lever yielded 5% sucrose under
increasing effortful action). Following ten sessions of training,
these mice received optogenetic testing as described above, albeit
with the new response-outcome contingencies.

Upon conclusion of testing, mice received an intraperitoneal
injection of sodiumpentobarbital (100mg/kg). Subsequently, they
were perfused transcardially with 0.9% saline followed by 4% cold
paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) in 0.1M phosphate buffer (PB).
Brains were extracted and postfixed in a 12% sucrose, 4% parafor-
maldehyde solution, for ≈24 h at 4°C. Brains were then extracted,
sliced at 30 µm using a freezing microtome and stained using
a mouse anti-tyrosine-hydroxylase primary (MilliporeSigma
MAB318) in addition to a rabbit-anti-GFP primary (1:1000; Milli-
poreSigma MAB318) with donkey anti-rabbit-488 (1:500; Invitro-
gen A21206) and donkey-anti-mouse-568 (1:500; Invitrogen
A10037) corresponding to ChR2 and TH positive cells, respective-
ly. Imaging of the VTA (Fig. 1A) was carried out using a Nikon A1
laser-scanning confocal microscope (Nikon Instruments, Inc.). Vi-
ral targeting and colocalizationwere scored qualitatively using sep-
arate raters that were blind to viral conditions (Fig. 1B). On
completion, n =2 males and n=2 females from group ChR2 were
excluded from analysis due to poor targeting.

For data analysis, for each trial block the percentage choice on
the high choice leverwith omissions excludedwas averaged for the
final two training sessions (prestimulation), the optogenetic test
sessions (stimulation) and the proceeding nonstimulated session
(s) (poststimulation). These data were subjected to a three-way re-
peated measures ANOVA with a between-subjects variable of virus
(ChR2 vs. eYFP) and within-subjects variable of session type (pres-
timulation, stimulation, and poststimulation) and block (1–4).
Follow-up virus × block interactions were carried out for each ses-
sion separately, with tests of simple main effects used to determine

the nature of any significant interactions. Post-hoc Bonferroni cor-
rection to control for multiple comparisons was used to determine
significant main effects of either block or session. Finally, due to a
lack of variance in a number of the test blocks and nonuniform dis-
tribution, analysis of the omission and contingency-reversal data
was conducted using Wilcoxon matched pairs test. The α level
for significance was 0.05 and all analyses were conducted using
Statistica (Statsoft).

The data of primary interest are depicted in Figure 2. For the
choice test data (Fig. 2A–C), analyses revealed a significant virus ×
session×block interaction (F(6,120) = 2.38, P<0.05). Subsequent vi-
rus × block ANOVA for the prestimulation session (Fig. 2A) revealed
amain effect of block only (F(3,60) = 3.58, P= 0.01) due to significant
discounting of the high effort reward in all mice on block 4 relative
to blocks 1 and 2 (Ps≤0.02). By comparison, optogenetic stimula-
tion of DA cells significantly disrupted choice test responding (Fig.
2B). ANOVA revealed a main effect of virus (F(1,20) = 5.12, P<0.05)
and block (F(3,60) = 3.55, P=0.01). Planned comparisons revealed a
significant reduction on high choice responses in ChR2 mice rela-
tive to eYFP controls on block 1 (F(1,20) = 7.51, P=0.01) and a ten-
dency for group differences on blocks 3 and 4 (smallest F-value;
block 4, F(1,20) = 3.28, P=0.08). This difference in performance be-
tween the groups could not be attributed to nonspecific effects of
laser stimulation on motoric action as omissions (Fig. 2E) were
comparable across trial blocks (largest Z-value; block 2, Z=0.54,
P =0.58). Strikingly, in the sessions proceeding optogenetic test-
ing, ChR2 mice displayed disruptions in effortful discounting as
they continued performing on the high choice lever irrespective
of increases in the effort required to obtain reward (Fig. 2C).
ANOVA revealed a significant block× virus interaction (F(3,60) =
4.66, P=0.005) due in part to significant reduction in high choice
responses on block 4 in eYFP relative to ChR2 mice (F(1,20) = 4.72,
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Figure 1. (A) Representative photomicrograph showing immunohistochemical verification of
Cre-dependent ChR2 (green) in tyrosine-hydroxylase positive cells (red) in VTA. (B) Quantified eYFP ex-
pression of ChR2 in VTA is displayed where light shading represents minimal spread and darker shading
represents maximal spread of viral expression at each level. (C) Dense viral transfection was noted in ter-
minals in nucleus accumbens. (ACBs) Nucleus accumbens shell, (ACBc) nucleus accumbens core, (aca)
anterior commissure.
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P <0.05). Moreover, eYFP mice discounted the 20% sucrose rein-
forcer as the amount of effort increased to FR-40 relative to perfor-
mance during all other trial blocks (smallest F-value; block 1 vs. 4,
F(1,20) = 4.54, P<0.05). In contrast, ChR2 mice displayed compara-
ble responding for the high choice lever across all trial blocks (Fs <
1). These effects also did not reflect generalizedmotoric disruptions
as omissions across trial blocks were comparable in ChR2 and eYFP
mice (largestZ-value; block 2,Z=0.98, P=0.32) (Fig. 2F). Finally, as
the effects of optogenetic stimulation in ChR2 animals were pre-
sent in the first block (Fig. 2B) we wanted to confirm that laser ac-
tivation in this group did not disrupt the capacity of mice to
encode and/or retrieve lever contingencies (Fig. 3). Analyses re-
vealed that irrespective of dopamine VTA stimulation, mice con-
tinued to bias their choice performance toward the low choice
lever, which at this stage of testing led to delivery of the preferred
higher value reinforcer (largest Z-value; block 3, Z= 1.60, P=0.1).

Previous studies have shown that dopamine depletion or an-
tagonism reduces performance following increases in the effort re-
quired to obtain reward (Salamone et al. 1991; Nowend et al. 2001;
Mingote et al. 2005; Bardgett et al. 2009; Robles and Johnson
2017), whereas facilitations in dopamine signaling bias perfor-
mance toward effortful actions (Bardgett et al. 2009; Wardle et al.
2011; Trifilieff et al. 2013). These findings suggest dopamine plays

an integral role in decision-making when
options differ in their costs and are broad-
ly consistent with the sensorimotor acti-
vational hypothesis (Salamone et al.
2007), which posits that dopamine pro-
motes action generation and the prolon-
gation of effortful behavior. However, a
limitation of these studies is their reliance
on perturbations of dopamine function
over relatively protracted timeframes.

In the current study, when acute
optogenetic stimulation of dopamine
cells transiently preceded effort-based
decision-making, mice displayed a gene-
ral reduction in choice performance for
the high effort lever. These findings are
in contrast to the vast majority of
decision-making studies that indicate in-
creases in dopamine promote responding
for more effortful actions (Bardgett et al.
2009; Wardle et al. 2011; Trifilieff et al.
2013). Nevertheless, several findings
suggest nuances in this relationship. For
instance, peripheral injections of am-
phetamine in rats significantly decreased
lever responding for preferred food pellets
(Cousins and Salamone 1994) and re-
duced preference for a high value food
outcome as the amount of effort required
to obtain it increased (Floresco et al.
2008). Similarly, administration of the
D2/D3 receptor agonist quinpirole in
rats (Depoortere et al. 1996), or transgenic
overexpression of postsynaptic striatal
dopamine D2 (Drew et al. 2007) or D3
(Simpson et al. 2014) receptors produce
progressive ratio deficits. Moreover, D2
receptor overexpression also reduced the
willingness to work for palatable food in
a cost–benefit decision-making task
(Filla et al. 2018). More targeted pharma-
cological approaches in rats likewise re-
veal a similar pattern of performance,

whereby administration of a D2/D3 receptor agonist (but not D3
agonism alone) in the nucleus accumbens reduced choice respond-
ing for the high effort lever during effort-based decision-making
(Bryce and Floresco 2019). Given that VTA injections of ChR2
was trafficked to a number of targets including the nucleus accum-
bens (Fig. 1C), this potentially suggests mesostriatal modulation
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Figure 2. Optogenetic stimulation of VTA dopamine cells disrupts effort-based decision-making. (A) In
the prestimulation decision-making test sessions prior to optogenetic stimulation, both ChR2 and eYFP
mice displayed a comparable pattern of responding by reducing their high choice lever responses during
the final block of FR-40 trials. Post-hoc Bonferroni contrasts revealed significant reduction in high choice
lever responding in blocks 1 ([*] P<0.01) and 2 ([*] P=0.02) relative to block 4. (B) Optogenetic stim-
ulation in ChR2 mice led to a reduced preference for the high choice lever across trial blocks. (#)
Significant group difference during block 1 (P=0.01). (C) In the effort-based decision-making tests fol-
lowing optogenetic stimulation, poststimulation performance reflected a disruption in effortful dis-
counting in ChR2 mice as they persistently preferred the high choice lever across trial blocks. (★)
Significant virus × block interaction (P=0.005), (#) significant group differences during block 4 (P <
0.05), (*) significant reduction in high choice responses for eYFP block 4 trials relative to blocks 1 (P=
0.05), 2 (P=0.003), and 3 (P<0.001). (D–F) Omissions generally increased during FR-40 trials across
prestimulation (D), stimulation (E), and poststimulation (F) test sessions, though importantly no
group differences were noted (Ps > 0.17).

Figure 3. Following reversal of the lever contingencies such that the low
effort lever always produced the preferred high value outcome, ChR2mice
continually maintained their preference for the low effort lever irrespective
of laser stimulation or trial block.
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underlying the disruptions in effort-based decision-making (Fig.
2B). Notably, the influence of optogenetic stimulation on choice
behavior persisted beyond optogenetic testing such that in the
poststimulation sessions (i.e., when the laser was not activated),
ChR2mice displayed a persistent preference for the high choice le-
ver that was not dampened by increases in effort (Fig. 2C). This dis-
ruption in effortful discounting is similar to the preponderance of
pharmacological and transgenicfindings inwhich dopamine stim-
ulation or receptor overexpression augments responding for higher
effort outcomes (Bardgett et al. 2009; Wardle et al. 2011; Trifilieff
et al. 2013).

Our findings raise important questions regarding the role and
consequences of acute mesencephalic dopamine cell stimulation
on effort-based decision-making. Unlike past studies, acute stimu-
lation of VTA dopamine cell activity reduced preference for the
high value outcome even when effort costs were equated (i.e., dur-
ing FR-1 block trials; Fig. 2A). This suggests optogenetic stimula-
tion may have disrupted the reinforcing efficacy of the higher
value reinforcer, and/or the animals’ capacity to discriminate be-
tween lever contingencies. However, this interpretation is unlikely
given that when mice were tested under conditions where the
higher value outcome was continually paired with low effort,
mice maintained their preference for the larger preferred reward
across trial blocks independent of VTA stimulation (Fig. 3). In addi-
tion, findings from either the stimulation or poststimulation tests
are unlikely to reflect either baseline group differences in perfor-
mance (Fig. 2A; Supplemental Fig. 1), or gross changes in motoric
output and motivation, as omissions were comparable across all
test days (Fig. 2D–F). Beyond these more prosaic interpretations,
it is worthwhile considering that in addition to its activational ef-
fects, dopamine acts as a value-based prediction error signal critical
for reward learning (Schultz 1997; Waelti et al. 2001; Bayer and
Glimcher 2005; Pessiglione et al. 2006; Bayer et al. 2007; Steinberg
et al. 2014; Eshel et al. 2016). Accordingly, in the optogenetic stim-
ulation sessions decision-making performance might be influ-
enced by disruptions in associative mechanisms controlled by
reward prediction error signals. Furthermore, more recent studies
suggest dopamine transients can be uncoupled frommodel-free re-
inforcement value signals to encode associative information that is
computationally detailed in nature (e.g., its sensory features; Gard-
ner et al. 2018; Sharpe et al. 2019). With this in mind, the current
findings also suggest that dopamine functions beyond a pure
value-based signal, to include recall of past, and/or anticipation
of detailed upcoming contingencies, which may bias performance
toward actions that overall have the highest immediacy of reinforc-
er delivery. This could serve to direct actions toward the low effort
lever where execution of a single lever press consistently results in
immediate reward delivery even under cost–benefit conditions
where larger rewards may be available. Alternatively, the pattern
of responding during laser activation may be an artifact of optoge-
netic stimulation of VTA dopamine transients, whereby endoge-
nous phasic dopamine release that supports effortful action
when produced by extension of the levers may have been attenu-
ated as a result of the preceding optogenetic stimulation (e.g., via
an insufficient refractory period). Regarding poststimulation per-
formance, our findings suggest that prior optogenetic stimulation
subsequently enhanced responding for more rewarding outcomes
when mice were tested without acute dopamine cell activation.
Perhaps in the absence of prior dopamine cell activation, ChR2
micewere in an attenuated reward state during the poststimulation
decision-making task and compensated for this by enhancing their
reward seeking for the highest value reward present (i.e., 20%
sucrose). Moreover, these findings should be considered when de-
veloping future experimental designs, given that the longevity of
poststimulation disruptions in effortful discounting is currently
unknown.

While our study provides important insight into the role of
VTA dopamine transients on effort-based decision-making, a num-
ber of caveats should be acknowledged. As suggested above, this
study would benefit from optical stimulation at different time
points during the choice test. In addition, VTA dopamine efferents
target numerous striatal (nucleus accumbens core and shell), lim-
bic (basolateral amygdala) and prefrontal (orbitofrontal cortex, an-
terior cingulate cortex) sites that are implicated in decision-making
(Cousins et al. 1996; Winstanley et al. 2004; Floresco and
Ghods-Sharifi 2007; Hauber and Sommer 2009; Walton et al.
2009). Thus, photostimulation of axonal terminals in these down-
stream targets will provide additional insight into the circuit-level
effects of dopamine cell stimulation on effortful discounting. It
should also be recognized that our use of TH-Cre mice to control
dopamine cell function is somewhat confounded by expression
of TH transgene in nondopamine cells within the mesencephalon
(Lammel et al. 2015; Stuber et al. 2015), consequently future ap-
proaches should use DAT-Cre lines where ectopic expression is
minimal. Finally, a number of relevant measures including laten-
cies for deliberation time were not recorded.

Effort-based decision-making impairments have been noted
in numerous settings including in patients with depression, schiz-
ophrenia and autism (Damiano et al. 2012; Treadway et al. 2012,
2015; Green et al. 2015), along with obese individuals (Mata
et al. 2017). Although reduced dopamine transmission has been
generally attributed to underlie these disruptions, results from
our study add to a smaller yet important body of work indicating
that aberrant elevations in dopamine signaling may impair cost/
benefit decision-making. They are also consistent with contempo-
rary accounts that indicate a more complex computational role
for dopamine transients, which may include promoting action se-
lection toward more immediate reward delivery. Surprisingly,
the acute effects of dopamine stimulation endure beyond the
stimulation test sessions by altering decision-making performance
and invigorating reward-seeking for higher value and effortful
rewards.
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